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Data privacy is a serious issue and therefore needs our attention. In this study, we propose masking through randomized response
techniques (RRTs) to ensure the privacy and thus to avoid falsification. We assume that the process characteristic is of sensitive
nature, and due to privacy issue, the actual measurements cannot be shared with the monitoring team. In such situations, the
producer is very likely to falsify the measurements. Consequently, the usual control charting techniques will mislead about the
process status.We discuss different data masking strategies to be used with Shewhart-type control charts.*e usual Shewhart-type
control chart appears to be a subchart of the proposed charts. Average run length (ARL) is used as a performance measure of the
study proposals. We have evaluated the performance of the proposed charts for different shift sizes and under different intensities
of masking.We have also carried out a comparative analysis for various models under varying sensitivity parameters.We have also
compared the performance of the proposals with the traditional Shewhart chart. It is observed that the B-L control chart under the
RRTmodel performs better for smaller shifts and for larger shift sizes, the G-B chart under an unrelated question model tperforms
better. A real-life application of the study proposal is also considered where monitoring of thickness of paint on refrigerators is
of interest.

1. Introduction

Control charting technique deals with the early detection of
special cause variation in the process. *e idea was proposed
by Shewhart for monitoring production process and is also
widely applied in other fields such as health care, social
sciences, and business decision-making. For example,
Muhammad et al. [1] explored various phenomena, such as
number of surgeries and stay time in hospital, and inter-
preted various control charts for continuous and attribute
data. Sherlaw-Johnson and Beardsley [2] used k-sigma and
variable control charts for detection of changes in quarterly
observed emergency admission of individuals, of specific age
group, into hospital for different diseases. In their work, they
highlighted need of frequent and continuous data collection

on different indicators via patient experience surveys. In
other health settings, SPC has been used for monitoring
mortality [3, 4], the frequency of health care acquired in-
fection [5] and [6, 7], and a number of process measures
including readmission rates, lengths of stay, or bed days
[8, 9].

On the extension side of control charting techniques,
motivated by the Shewhart (1939, p. 134) statement, “the
only way one can experience any quality characteristic
quantitatively is by means of an operation of measure-
ment,” Linna and Woodall [10] addressed the issue of
measurement error in a production process and quantified
its impact on power of the Shewhart control chart for
monitoring the characteristic under study. In social and
health sciences, these measurements, for monitoring
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purposes, may be collected directly from the persons in the
population or extracted from the record. In both the sit-
uations, there are variables on which one may need data,
but due to privacy issue, it becomes hard to get accurate
data. For example, one may be interested in the monitoring
of abortion rate, average amount of under reporting in
income tax report, number of unsuccessful surgeries, and
number of times illicit drugs were taken, but observing data
directly on these issues will lead to misleading results, see,
for example, Horvitz et al. [11], Eichhorn and Hayre [12],
and Bar-Lev et al. [13]. Randomized response techniques
(RRTs), pioneered by Warner [14], provide tools through
which one can collect trustworthy data for drawing in-
ferences about true quantities with high trust but low
precision.

Nowadays, data privacy is the major issue for the
manufacturing industries and business-related organiza-
tions. In both fields, control charting techniques are widely
suggested for improving the quality and enhancing the
business decision-making, respectively. For procuring the
data, one possible way is to mask the actual measurement of
a process before storing it or at least when releasing the
information for monitoring purposes. *e simple and
probabilistic way of masking the characteristic is to do it
through randomized response models. As in quality control
charting techniques, the nature of the data is either quali-
tative or quantitative. *e randomized response models
provide masking mechanism both for qualitative and
quantitative data. It is important to note that individual
randomized observation cannot be used to know the true
observation but the actual average behavior is estimable.

In the current electronically connected era, the quality
control, in manufacturing process, through outside pro-
fessionals is not uncommon; the exact information sharing
with other organizations may pose a serious threat to data
security, in situations where the involvement of outside
inspectors is unavoidable and sharing the exact data is threat
to the privacy. *e RR model is highly capable of addressing
this issue; that is, one has to just mask the data through the
RR model before sharing it with the quality control de-
partment, and, in this paper, we show that the quality control
department is still capable of monitoring the process pa-
rameters without knowing the actual measurements of the
process characteristic.

*e aim of this paper is to address the issue of false
reporting and data privacy in control charting techniques
with the help of incorporating randomized responses.
Background of the study is given in Section 2, and hence, an
introduction to RRT and statistical process control is pro-
vided. In Section 3, data-masking strategies and resultant
Shewhart-type control charts are proposed for monitoring
the process mean. Section 4 gives performance evaluations
for the proposed charts. Section 5 is dedicated to compar-
ative analysis among the proposed charts along with the
existing ones. Section 6 presents an application of the study
proposals. *e study is concluded, and some future research
aspects are listed in Section 7.

2. Background

*is study is based on the two prominent statistical tech-
niques, namely, randomized response technique and sta-
tistical process control chart. So, a brief review of these two is
given in the following sections.

2.1. Randomized Response Technique. About a half century
ago, Warner [14] proposed the randomized response
method as a survey technique to reduce potential bias due to
nonresponse and social desirability when asking questions
about sensitive behaviors and beliefs. *e method asks re-
spondents to use a randomization device, such as a coin flip,
whose outcome is unobserved by the interviewer.
Depending on the particular design, the randomization
device determines which question the respondent has to
answer [14–17], the type of expression the respondent uses
to answer the sensitive question [18], or if the respondent
should give a predetermined response [19, 20]. By intro-
ducing random noise, the randomized response method
conceals individual responses and protects respondent
privacy. As a result, respondents may be more inclined to
answer truthfully.

Randomized response technique is basically a data-
generating technique and is extended in various ways.
Depending on the type of the parameter, we want to estimate
through data; RRTs are divided into two main types, namely,
qualitative RRTs and quantitative RRTs. In qualitative RRTs,
estimation of proportions remained basic interest, and when
it comes to estimation of population mean or similar, then
quantitative RRTs are used. For recent advancements in
RRTs, we refer to Shah et al. [21] and Blair et al. [22]. On the
other hand, RRTs have been effectively merged with other
tools and new research areas have been proposed. For ex-
ample, Du and Zhan [23] merged RRTfor privacy preserving
in data mining, and Shah et al. [24] successfully merged RRT
and paired comparison modeling to ensure privacy of the
judges in paired comparison experiment and hence reduce
the impact of social desirability bias.

*ere are various other fields with whom RRT may be
combined to produce results less affected by false reporting,
and we think that statistical control charting is one of them.
*us, in the coming subsection, we explain briefly this with a
brief review.

2.2. Statistical Control Charts. In statistical process control
(SPC) settings, the variations in measurements are catego-
rized into two types: the special cause variations and
common cause variations, the latter one can never be
eliminated fully, and that is why these are acceptable. *e
first one is considered the bad one, and if present, the process
is categorized as out-of-control. Furthermore, these varia-
tions are attributed to shift in the process parameters. Early
detection of a shift is encouraged to insure the quality. *e
control chart (CC) is one of the statistical tools used for the
early detection of the shift. *e idea was developed by
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Shewhart [25] about a century ago in America for moni-
toring manufacturing process. Currently, there are worthy
advancements in these techniques. For example, exponen-
tially moving average (EWMA) and cumulative sum
(CUSUM) control charts are proposed while considering the
importance of magnitude of the shift, and p-chart, u-chart,
s-chart and many more are proposed by considering dif-
ferent quality characteristics of interest. Furthermore, a lot
of the literature has been dedicated to adjust the limits of the
Shewhart chart for different environments. For example,
Raji et al. [26] evaluate the impact of outliers on the She-
whart chart and evaluate the applicability through data from
the semiconductor-manufacturing industry; and Celano and
Chakraborti [27] proposed a distribution-free Shewhart
control chart for monitoring finite horizon productions.

Now, we turn to discuss the basic and simple Shewhart
[25] control chart for monitoring mean of the continuous
random variable X, known as the x-bar control chart. *e
established ingredients of this chart are (1) an estimator of
the process parameter, referred as plotting statistic, a
function of the sample observation (s), (2) a central line
corresponding to the average value of the estimator, and (3)
control limit, upper control limit (UCL), and lower control
limit (LCL), usually set as ±3 standard error around the
average value. For mathematical formulations, let us assume
that a quality characteristic follows a distribution with mean
μ0 and variance σ2 and consider that x is the plotting sta-
tistic, then the upper and lower k-sigma limits are, re-
spectively, defined as

UCL � μ0 + k

��

σ2

n



, (1)

LCL � μ0 − k

��

σ2

n



. (2)

*ere are several rules for classifying the process out-of-
control or in-control, called run rules, but simplest among
them is if a value of the plotting statistic falls outside these
control limits, then the process is said to be out-of-control;
otherwise, there are no evidences of special cause variations.
One of the performance measuring criteria of CC is ARL,
defined as the average number of subsamples required for a
CC to detect a shift in the process’s parameters.*e common
cause variations may lead CC to signal; in such situations,
the calculated ARL is categorized as in-control ARL and is
denoted by ARL0. False alarm rate, the reciprocal of ARL0, is
the probability that the value of plotting statistic falls outside
the control limits given that the process’ parameters are in
in-control state, that is, (1/ARL0) � Pr[UCL<
x< LCL | μx � μ0] where μ0 is said to be the value for which
the underlying process is considered to be in in-control state.
In (1) and (2), k is a positive constant, typically used equal to
3 for a process where the underlying quality characteristic’s
distribution is assumed to follow normal distribution. In
such cases, k equal to 3 yields ARL0 equals to 370. When the
plotting statistic does not follow normal distribution and
then for performance measure, one may fix the false alarm

rate at 0.0027 (or any other value) and the value of k should
be found. For more detail, we refer to Mehmood et al. [28]
and Haridy et al. [29].

3. Different Types of Masking and
Proposed Charts

*is section is devoted to construction of generalized control
charting technique which takes a broad view that of She-
whart and result in a flexible way of monitoring the sensitive
character. *is mechanism exploits both the quantitative
randomized response models and the techniques used for
monitoring the process mean in statistical process control.
We start by introducing a masking mechanism to the
producer which they may choose to mask the data. *en, we
provide control limits of Shewhart-type charts, and those are
capable of catering the intensity of masking used by the
producers. Lastly, we provide a theoretical comparison with
the traditional Shewhart chart.

In the coming sections, let us denote the sensitive
character of interest by a random variable X, let S be a
random variable used in masking the response, generated
from an arbitrary distribution, and let Z be the observed
randomized response. In the RR studies, S is also called the
scrambling variable.

3.1. Masking through Greenberg et al. [30] Model and G-B
Chart. In the study of Greenberg et al. [30], they coined the
idea of quantitative data collection in survey sampling on
sensitive issues. We exploit the study of Greenberg et al. [30]
and state that the producer/respondent reports the actual
measurement X, with probability P, or the value S with
probability (1-P). *us, the masked data may be modeled as

ZG �
X, with probability p,

S, with probability 1 − p,
 (3)

where p is defined in the same way as defined by Warner
[14], known as the masking parameter and is selected by the
producer and is known to the monitoring team. Further-
more, let us assume that X follows a distribution with mean
E(X) � μx and variance Var(X) � σ2x, and S is independent
of X with mean E(S) � μs and variance Var(S) � σ2s . Now, it
is nontrivial to show that mean and variance of Z are

μZG
� pμX +(1 − p)μS,

σ2ZG
� p

2σ2X +(1 − p)σ2S + p(1 − p) μX − μS( 
2
.

(4)

*en, an unbiased estimate of μX proposed by Greenberg
et al. [30] is

μG �
ZG − (1 − p)μS

p
. (5)

And its variance is given as follows:

V μX(  �
V ZG( 

p
2 �

σ2ZG

np
2. (6)
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Using the above facts, we have a Shewhart-type control
chart, for monitoring the mean of X, with lower confidence
limit and upper confidence limit given, respectively, as

LCL1 � μX −
k

p

��������������������������������

p
2σ2X +(1 − p)σ2S + p(1 − p) μX − μS( 

2

n



,

(7)

UCL1 � μX +
k

p

��������������������������������

p
2σ2X +(1 − p)σ2S + p(1 − p) μX − μS( 

2

n



.

(8)

If we look at model (3) and limits (7) and (8), then it is
nontrivial to notice that for p � 1, we have the unmasked
data, and this chart reduces to the usual Shewhart-type chart
limits are given in (1) and (2). In coming sections, we refer
this chart as the G-B chart.

3.2. Masking through Eichhorn and Hayre [12] and Bar-Lev
etal. [13]Models and theB-LChart. Eichhorn andHayre [12]
proposed a new randomized response technique for esti-
mating the population mean response of the quantitative
sensitive character. Each measurement is recorded in
masked form. *at is, the producer is directed to give a
coded or scrambled observations obtained by multiplying
the true measurement value by some random numbers
unknown by the monitoring authorities. *e monitoring
team does not know which random number the producer
has used for coding, but the distribution by which the
random number has been generated is known.

Let X is the variable representing the responses to the
sensitive quantitative character, S is the variable representing
the random number used for the purpose of coding the
responses, and ZE �XS represents the coded response, where
S and X are being independent of each other. *en,

μZE
� μSμX,

V ZE(  � σ2ZE
� σ2Xμ

2
S + μ2X 1 + C

2
X σ2S,

(9)

where C2
X is the coefficient of variation of X.

*us, the unbiased estimator of μA, proposed by Eich-
horn and Hyre [12], is given as

μX �
ZE

μS

, (10)

and its variances is

V μX(  �
σ2X + μ2X 1 + C

2
X C

2
S

n
. (11)

Let us denote the sensitive character of interest by a
random variable X, let S is a random variable used in
masking the response, generated from an arbitrary distri-
bution, and Z is the observed randomized response. For
simplicity and without any loss, we assume independence
between X and S. According to Bar-Lev et al. [13], Z is
distributed as

Z �
X, p,

XS, 1 − p,
 (12)

where p is the same role defined by Warner [14], known as
the masking parameter and is presented by the investigator.
Furthermore, let us assume that X follows a distribution with
mean E(X) � μx and variance Var(X) � σ2x and S is inde-
pendent of X with mean E(S) � μs and variance
Var(S) � σ2s . Now, it is nontrivial to show that mean and
variance of Z are

E(Z) � μx p + μs(1 − p)( ,

Var(Z) � μ2x 1 + c
2
x  p + μ2s 1 + c

2
s (1 − p) 

(13)

Using the above information, Bar-Lev et al. [13] pro-
posed an unbiased estimator of true mean μx as

μ �
z

p + μs(1 − p)
, (14)

where z is the sample mean of randomized data. *e
standard error of the estimator given in (14) is

τ �
1
�
n

√ σ2x + μ2x 1 + c
2
x 

p + σ2s + μ2s( (1 − p)

p + μs(1 − p)( 
2 − 1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

(1/2)

.

(15)

Using equations (14) and (15), the k-sigma lower control
limit (LCL2), central line (CL2), and upper control limit
(UCL2) of Shewhart control chart, for monitoring the mean
of sensitive process X, are defined, respectively, as

LCL2 � μx − kτ,

CL2 � μx,

UCL2 � μx + kτ.

(16)

*is model is the general form of direct responses and
the model proposed by Eichhorn and Hayre [12];that is, for
p � 1, this model reduces to the direct response mechanism,
and for p � 0, this becomes the multiplicative randomized
response model proposed by Eichhorn and Hayre. For
simplicity, we denote this proposed chart by B-L (Bar-Lev),
in the coming sections.

3.3. Masking through Additive Models and the G-A Chart.
For gain in efficiency of the estimates, several techniques
have been considered. Such improvements cost the sim-
plicity of the model, but additive randomized response
models are one of those which are simple in application and
better in terms of the variances of the estimates. Gupta et al.
[31] proposed an optional randomized additive response
model, which, with gain in efficiency, is also capable of
producing the information for estimation of the sensitivity
level. Here, we simplify the Gupta et al. [31] model as

Z �
X, p,

X + S, 1 − p.
 (17)
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In this simplified version of the Gupta et al. [31] model, if
p � 0, then we get the model proposed by Pollock and Beck
[32]. *e unbiased estimator of the sensitive mean may be
reported as

μ � z − p + μs(1 − p). (18)

It is trivial to show that the variance of (18) is

V μX(  �
σ2X +(1 − p) σ2S + pμ2S 

n
. (19)

By setting p � 0, in (17), (18), and (19), one may obtain
the model, estimator, and its variance, proposed by Pollock
and Beck [32], respectively.

*e upper control limit (UCL3) and lower control limit
(LCL3) for this model are, respectively, given as

LCL3 � μX − k

����������������������
1
n

σ2X +(1 − p) σ2S + pμ2S  



,

UCL3 � μX + k

����������������������
1
n

σ2X +(1 − p) σ2S + pμ2S  



.

(20)

Furthermore, this chart is named as the G-A chart, which
means the Gupta-additive chart, and by putting p � 1, the
G-A chart reduces to the usual Shewhart chart.

4. Performance Evaluations

*e performance of the proposed chart is evaluated through
the traditional Monte Carlo simulations for various values of
the masking parameter (p). We assumed that X follows a
normal distribution with mean 3 and variance 1. *e dis-
tribution of the masking variable S is assumed to be Poisson
with mean μs � 3. First, we searched for the values of k for
different values of p by fixing the ARL0 approximately equal
to 370, and then we introduced shift of various magnitude
and calculated the out-of-control average run length (ARL)
and standard deviation of run length (SDRL) for evaluation
of power of detecting shift, in X, of the proposed chart. *e
shift size in the mean of X is defined as
� ((

�
n

√
(μX − μX1))/σX), where μX1 is the shifted mean of X.

*e results are reported in Table 1–3 for different settings.
We compared the performance with the traditional She-
whart chart.

4.1. <e G-B Chart. According to the results provided in
Table 2, this chart suffers with biased ARL issue for smaller
shift sizes. Noted from (5), the plotting statistic does not exist
for p � 0, which implies that fully unrelated data (when Z� S)
are not usable for monitoring the process mean. Furthermore,
for larger shifts (greater than or equal to 1), the performance
of the chart improves with increase in the p and converges to
the usual Shewhart chart when p becomes 1.

4.2. <e B-L Chart. As discussed in Section 3.2 that the B-L
model is the generalized form of the Eichorn and Hayre [12]
model, we consider the B-L model for evaluation. *e ARL
values reported in Table 2 show the usual behavior; that is, as

the shift size increases, then we expect earlier detection. It is
also observed that there is no linear relationship between p
and the performance of the control chart but the chart
performs better at the extreme values of p; that is, when p �

0 or p � 1, then ARL decreases early as the shift size in-
creases. It is worth mentioning that at p � 0, we have fully
masked data; that is, privacy is fully ensured; when p � 1,
then we have fully unmasked data, and the proposed control
chart reduces to the usual Shewhart chart; generality of the
proposed chart should be witnessed. Furthermore, when p
decreases from 0.9 to 0.1 (with a step size equal to 0.1), then
the detection power of the chart increases. Furthermore, in
the given setting, it is observed that for some combinations
of p and shift size, the proposed chart is ARL biased, and
these situations are highlighted in Table 2.

4.3. <e G-A Chart. *e control limits are provided in Ta-
ble 1 for different values of the masking parameter, p, by
fixing the ARL0 equal to 370. *e ARL bias issue is once
again encountered for small shift sizes. *e relationship
between extent of masking and average run length is not
linear; that is, there is an upward trend in the ARL for
smaller shift sizes but gradually a downward trend for larger
shift sizes (greater than or equal to 1). Similarly, this chart is
the generalization of the simple Shewhart and Pollock and
Beck [32] charts.

5. Comparative Analysis

*is section provides a comparison among the proposed
charts of this study along with the traditional Shewhart
chart.

5.1. Comparisons among the ProposedCharts. In this section,
graphical comparison of the proposed G-B, G-A, and B-L
charts is provided for different shift sizes. Figure 1 depicts
the relationship between p, δ, and ARL of the proposed
charts. It is observed that the B-L chart outperformed G-B
and G-A charts when p is less than or equal to 0.7 for
different shifts. As the shift size increases, than the per-
formance of G-A chart increases, comparative to the G-B
chart, for smaller values of p. By fixing p greater than 0.7, the
G-B chart performs better than the other two charts, and
when p � 1, then all of the charts converge to a simple
Shewhart chart.

5.2. Proposed versus Shewhart Chart. As we witnessed, the
proposed charts are the generalized form of the traditional
Shewhart chart. It is worth mentioning that masking has two
facts (i) it insures privacy and (ii) it introduces extra noise in
the variances of the estimates. Due to the last fact, one may
say that the traditional chart, provided in (1) and (2), has
narrower limits than the proposed one and hence has more
power to detect shift. However, we do not buy this argument
and argue that the traditional Shewhart chart is incapable to
detect falsified responses which we witnessed in Table 2. To
further elaborate the applicability of the proposed work, we
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consider a situation where the process is assumed to be of
sensitive nature and themonitoring team does not know that
the measurements are falsified. Due to sensitivity, the
producer falsified the responses as Z � XS, where X is the
actual value and S is the scrambling variable defined earlier.
Due to the lack of prior information, the monitoring team
has to use the traditional Shewhart-type control chart (with
limits provided in (1) and (2)) for monitoring purposes. If so,
then one may witness the deteriorating nature of this
phenomenon on the Shewhart chart in the last rows of
Table 2; without any shift in the process parameters, the

chart declared the process out-of-control. On the other side,
the proposed technique is capable to reduce the impact of
falsified responses and capable to detect the shift in the
process parameter.

6. An Application

In this section, we consider a data set from Wild and Seber
[33] and we randomize these individual observations using
the model proposed by Bar-Lev et al. [13] (in fact, any other
model may be considered). *e masked and unmasked data

Table 1: LCL and UCL for different values of p by fixing ARL0 ≈ 370.

p 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
LCL1 — − 17.00 − 6.856 − 3.198 − 1.5 − 0.5162 0.1919 0.69299 1.0836 1.3954 1.6590
UCL1 — 28.065 15.000 10.882 8.6196 7.3378 6.4195 5.76387 5.2460 4.7978 4.3425
LCL2 0.8039 0.7592 0.7472 0.7552 0.7868 0.83772 0.91255 1.01712 1.15842 1.36104 1.6595
UCL2 6.4131 6.6762 6.9520 7.2483 7.5714 7.90128 8.2553 8.60071 8.84422 8.81542 4.3425
LCL3 0.5211 0.3632 0.3421 0.3840 0.4727 0.6145 0.7894 0.9895 1.1984 1.4256 1.6586
UCL3 5.8764 6.0129 6.1411 6.2221 6.2732 6.30638 6.2715 6.17769 5.96799 5.59876 4.3353

Table 2: Average RL for various combinations of shift size and different values of p.

p Model
Shift size δ

0.00 0.15 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.50 2.00

0.0
B-L 369.8204 342.9505 324.4787 259.5459 195.4470 145.3163 78.6172 45.2577
G-B — — — — — — — —
G-A 370.3704 398.3633 384.5378 331.1972 266.5245 195.3907 107.5266 62.0638

0.1
B-L 371.3979 355.6773 333.2773 266.6183 202.8503 155.3758 85.9531 49.3702
G-B 472.0544 474.5287 473.7694 480.4851 466.7503 460.6778 449.5394 427.9392
G-A 370.3704 381.4222 373.5968 336.4414 267.7455 206.1207 115.1106 66.0131

0.2
B-L 372.5152 351.1763 333.5366 271.5980 214.9162 160.5205 93.1897 53.7456
G-B 381.5629 383.9393 385.1155 374.4072 378.5758 369.0053 343.8546 308.247
G-A 370.3704 375.4224 367.3186 330.1746 266.6793 209.5381 118.0059 68.6485

0.3
B-L 364.0458 352.9341 341.6827 281.7470 224.3029 169.3414 99.5665 60.0281
G-B 370.3704 379.559 380.1446 386.9595 375.3932 364.0923 325.8341 282.0948
G-A 370.3704 381.3167 384.3485 345.1743 278.4362 218.7521 127.8631 75.4758

0.4
B-L 373.6495 367.1011 350.4887 293.7171 237.4126 182.4637 108.1702 67.346
G-B 375.728 378.5445 380.9122 377.0983 363.6984 343.3104 279.7309 212.5052
G-A 370.3704 377.6939 395.0945 345.6277 280.2993 219.3589 130.8991 77.8386

0.5
B-L 370.9040 368.6180 355.5431 303.6942 254.1390 194.8039 117.1545 72.4191
G-B 370.3704 375.6076 374.3965 365.7554 341.7894 313.6439 241.4898 166.6205
G-A 370.3704 376.2452 378.6781 339.4872 276.5845 222.3425 127.7152 77.0538

0.6
B-L 374.0855 373.9863 369.7926 322.6122 265.3373 207.8775 130.0364 81.5487
G-B 370.3704 377.1366 378.9182 352.4766 330.2904 278.5619 190.6607 116.2161
G-A 370.3704 389.2429 386.5691 356.2365 293.7464 227.7943 133.8046 83.5469

0.7
B-L 373.4111 382.4115 383.5503 344.4638 278.3104 225.1947 142.9661 91.5245
G-B 370.3704 378.3108 377.6799 348.8476 294.1774 238.7937 141.83 75.3392
G-A 370.3704 409.5485 424.1548 384.5898 311.6276 242.0597 144.1005 87.3728

0.8
B-L 366.3479 389.5094 393.5571 353.5943 290.8406 239.8486 152.9354 101.600
G-B 370.3704 376.1289 371.2596 324.6152 251.4826 189.6448 93.815 43.6524
G-A 370.3704 393.1284 393.3321 359.1248 287.1012 224.8914 129.255 78.2236

0.9
B-L 368.9685 400.9974 402.9537 379.6252 323.4405 258.6102 176.4008 117.1159
G-B 370.3704 372.3311 357.3275 278.8682 190.6521 121.6336 48.3185 19.7602
G-A 370.3704 397.9777 410.6351 361.2404 282.0307 213.6496 119.701 67.7531

1.0
B-L 369.4962 335.7837 279.9027 157.4311 82.37410 43.62400 15.03670 6.5036
G-B 370.3704 332.3622 280.1549 157.6297 83.2157 43.0602 14.8616 6.1791
G-A 370.3704 335.6657 283.3501 156.9615 81.8226 44.4861 14.9248 6.4680

z 1.0311 1.0249 1.0254 1.0181 1.0133 1.0126 1.0081 1.0046
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Table 3: SD of RL for various combinations of shift size and different values of p.

p Model
Shift size δ

0.00 0.15 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.50 2.00

0.0
B-L 372.09 339.742 321.813 258.143 197.926 142.765 78.6001 44.1666
G-B — — — — — — — —
G-A 369.87 400.5142 384.4229 328.001 266.0078 195.263 104.7121 62.03925

0.1
B-L 372.24 352.019 330.247 267.846 204.118 154.636 86.0165 49.4626
G-B 471.5541 476.5019 474.4081 474.7369 467.3532 462.7542 453.5529 427.5192
G-A 369.87 375.5852 380.7511 336.6681 263.7833 204.777 115.4578 66.53543

0.2
B-L 375.32 348.609 328.335 269.888 214.983 162.289 93.4594 53.0225
G-B 381.0626 385.9171 386.5853 373.0959 382.6268 366.7557 344.6503 303.1005
G-A 369.87 373.2505 368.2201 328.723 269.6875 211.3197 117.1727 68.66155

0.3
B-L 360.3 352.365 342.078 279.144 224.088 169.749 100.512 59.309
G-B 369.87 379.263 379.5516 378.5992 367.9928 366.0251 325.6226 281.3075
G-A 369.87 379.478 382.7745 347.4199 276.4673 213.9339 126.8937 74.74401

0.4
B-L 370.36 367.313 351.847 292.906 235.889 183.75 106.493 67.5446
G-B 375.2276 378.9434 378.3174 373.0098 363.7104 337.0259 276.1298 213.2526
G-A 369.87 373.6151 399.827 341.0555 281.6622 221.3972 126.9227 76.64965

0.5
B-L 372.62 361.48 349.226 307.06 250.373 195.474 119.042 71.4328
G-B 369.87 375.336 375.5363 363.3669 338.9533 318.8717 241.2932 166.4109
G-A 369.87 380.0005 378.9083 335.1135 274.0873 221.1388 125.5574 75.77655

0.6
B-L 379.83 368.302 372.248 321.424 264.616 206.768 128.65 81.3299
G-B 369.87 375.5585 378.5004 350.1959 327.5603 284.2656 186.9165 114.9939
G-A 369.87 391.0121 382.7347 353.1478 290.3852 225.5492 131.7687 83.05028

0.7
B-L 372.39 374.482 390.751 343.233 275.894 224.354 141.136 91.4099
G-B 369.87 377.5398 375.3722 349.39 293.6737 241.1474 139.4597 75.68841
G-A 369.87 405.9803 432.2446 388.1164 310.4707 237.755 143.3654 85.91976

0.8
B-L 366.338 381.036 390.31 354.569 284.41 236.836 153.799 100.455
G-B 369.87 374.9014 371.9819 322.1747 245.773 190.5824 93.30615 43.76641
G-A 369.87 395.0287 394.5415 361.0619 286.6851 228.0623 126.2924 77.97229

0.9
B-L 368.42 404.066 397.187 382.3 319.119 253.742 172.752 113.99
G-B 369.87 370.268 357.3045 276.6619 190.1431 122.5217 47.72949 19.11604
G-A 369.87 390.3073 410.1353 367.7251 280.2753 213.2582 120.1642 66.91047

1.0
B-L 377.155 337.864 279.979 155.518 81.9042 43.8392 14.4668 5.97265
G-B 369.87 331.2344 279.4253 160.1547 84.03973 42.47246 14.45013 5.613285
G-A 369.87 338.2211 280.1716 155.7074 82.09768 43.85211 14.40269 5.878676

z 0.1787 0.1577 0.16111 0.1355 0.1145 0.11332 0.0896 0.0705
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Figure 1: Continued.
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are given in Table 4, for different values of p � 0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8,
0.9, and 1.0. *e thickness of paint given in the first row of
Table 1 is unmasked; that is, the measurements

corresponding to p � 1 are the original measurements. We
believe that due to sensitive situations, the producer may
falsify these observations before presenting these to the
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Figure 1: Comparison of proposed charts for different shifts, δ, and masking, p. (a) δ � 0.15. (b) δ � 0.25. (c) δ � 0.5. (d) δ � 0.75. (e) δ � 1.5.
(f ) δ � 2.0.

Table 4: Masked and unmasked thickness of paint data on refrigerators for five refrigerators from twenty shifts.

P\SN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1.0

2.7 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.8 2.4 2.6 3.1 2.4 2.1 2.2 2.4 3.1 2.9 1.9 2.3 1.8
2.3 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.3 3 2.8 3.2 2.8 3 2.6 2.4 1.6 2.6 2.8
2.6 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.6 2.4 2 3.5 2.2 2.5 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.7 2.3
2.4 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.1 2.2 2 2.7 2.2 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.6 2.2 2.5 2.8 1.3 3.3 2.8 2
2.7 2.8 2.4 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.4 3 2.5 2.8 2.4 2 2.1 1.8 3.3 3.2 2.9

0.9

2.7 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.8 2.4 2.6 3.1 2.4 2.1 0 2.4 3.1 2.9 1.9 18.4 1.8
2.3 2.4 4.6 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.3 3 2.8 3.2 0 3 2.6 2.4 1.6 2.6 2.8
2.6 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.6 5.4 2.4 2.6 2.4 6 3.5 2.2 2.5 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.7 2.3
2.4 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.1 2.2 2 2.7 2.2 2.5 2.8 2.9 2.6 2.2 5 2.8 2.6 3.3 2.8 2
2.7 2.8 2.4 2.7 2.8 7.8 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.4 3 2.5 2.8 2.4 2 2.1 1.8 3.3 3.2 2.9

0.8

2.7 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.8 2.4 2.6 3.1 2.4 2.1 2.2 4.8 3.1 2.9 1.9 2.3 1.8
2.3 2.4 2.3 6.9 2.5 2.3 2.6 2.6 5.6 2.3 18 2.8 3.2 2.8 3 20.8 0 1.6 2.6 2.8
2.6 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.6 2.4 4 3.5 13.2 0 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.9 2.6 0 2.3
2.4 2.3 12.5 2.6 2.1 2.2 2 2.7 2.2 2.5 2.8 11.6 2.6 2.2 2.5 5.6 1.3 3.3 0 2
5.4 2.8 9.6 2.7 2.8 10.4 2.3 2.5 0 2.4 3 2.5 2.8 2.4 2 2.1 1.8 3.3 0 2.9

0.5

2.7 2.6 11.5 2.8 2.6 2.2 2.2 14 12 2.6 3.1 9.6 2.1 2.2 2.4 3.1 8.7 1.9 13.8 3.6
18.4 2.4 6.9 13.8 2.5 16.1 2.6 0 19.6 2.3 15 5.6 3.2 0 3 2.6 12 3.2 15.6 0
2.6 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.6 7.2 2 3.5 0 5 0 12.5 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.7 2.3
2.4 0 0 0 4.2 2.2 2 2.7 2.2 2.5 5.6 0 10.4 4.4 2.5 5.6 1.3 0 2.8 2
24.3 8.4 4.8 2.7 8.4 7.8 2.3 2.5 13.8 2.4 3 2.5 2.8 2.4 2 4.2 7.2 3.3 16 0

0.1

10.8 7.8 9.2 16.8 15.6 6.6 2.2 2.8 9.6 5.2 9.3 7.2 12.6 0 4.8 6.2 0 1.9 2.3 1.8
9.2 4.8 2.3 2.3 10 4.6 15.6 0 22.4 11.5 6 0 3.2 0 12 18.2 7.2 0 5.2 22.4
0 13 7.2 0 13 2.7 2.4 2.6 2.4 2 7 4.4 10 2.1 15 0 2.9 5.2 13.5 6.9
4.8 2.3 5 7.8 12.6 2.2 10 2.7 2.2 2.5 2.8 2.9 7.8 0 17.5 5.6 1.3 3.3 14 12
0 8.4 2.4 10.8 19.6 2.6 4.6 10 4.6 2.4 9 12.5 11.2 2.4 2 8.4 9 13.2 3.2 2.9

0.0

10.8 2.6 6.9 11.2 13 0 6.6 8.4 2.4 0 15.5 19.2 16.8 0 4.8 15.5 5.8 9.5 16.1 12.6
2.3 9.6 0.0 0 0 2.3 0 5.2 0 0 12 0 25.6 0 3 2.6 0 1.6 20.8 2.8
18.2 13 7.2 0 18.2 2.7 2.4 18.2 4.8 2 24.5 22 7.5 8.4 15 26 0 5.2 8.1 4.6
0 6.9 20 5.2 0 0 8 10.8 2.2 2.5 5.6 0 33.8 2.2 10 2.8 1.3 13.2 8.4 6
5.4 5.6 12 10.8 2.8 7.8 4.6 2.5 13.8 4.8 3 10 2.8 7.2 4 2.1 5.4 6.6 12.8 8.7
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quality inspectors. Our procedure allows the producer to
mask these measurements through the randomized response
model discussed in the previous sections. By doing so, the
inspector will not be able to trace the original measurements
and hence the privacy of the measurements will be ensured.
Here, we considered negative binomial distribution with
mean 3 and variance 7.5 in masking the observations for
different value of the masking parameter P. And it is evident
from the values that the true measurements are masked;
furthermore, the intensity of masking increases when the
value of p decreases, and hence, for P � 0.0, the data are fully
masked; that is, eachmeasurement is very likely to be different
from the actual one. In Figure 2, we showed that aftermasking
the observation, the monitoring team is still capable to declare
the process out-of-control which in fact is out-of-control.

7. Conclusion and Recommendations

Data privacy is nowadays a serious issue, and we believe that
if privacy is not protected, then it is very likely that the data
owners (producers and patients) have no choice left with but
to falsify the data. It has been established that falsified re-
sponses lead to misleading conclusions. To handle this
situation, a win-win strategy is offered in this work. *e
producer is allowed to do the masking, through a proba-
bilistic way, up to any extent, to insure the privacy, and to
share the value of the masking parameter, p, with the
monitoring team. *e empirical study showed that as the
extent of masking increases, then the difference between
actual and masked observation increases, and at the highest
extent, the chart is still capable to detect the actual (out-of-
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Figure 2: Control charts for monitoring the mean using different values of p. (a) p � 1.0. (b) p � 0.9. (c) p � 0.8. (d) p � 0.5. (e)p � 0.1.
(f ) p � 0.0.
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control) status of the process. *e proposed technique is
established for the Shewhart-type control chart to monitor
the process mean. Hence, there is a room for extending the
proposed strategy to memory control charts and also ap-
plicable to attributes. On the masking mechanism side, there
are a lot of advanced models but the basic models were
considered to avoid the complications for the practitioners.
*erefore, a comparative study with different RRmodels will
be interesting.
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